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FADE IN
EXT. JEWELLRY WAREHOUSE - NIGHT
Two men in suits whose names are Arthur and Bill are sitting
in a car smoking cigarettes, both characters are british
jewelry thief's, they are known especially as "The
Specialists"
BILL
Fucks the matter with you Arthur?
Are you alright?
ARTHUR
Yeah fine. Are you sure this is the
place? It's a bit relaxed for a
jewelers warehouse.
BILL
It's fine mate. I am positive. They
are probably taking a fucking
smokers break.
ARTHUR
So let's go over the plan, shall
we. Before we go. So the first
thing we'll do is go over there
have a look around then find Spider
and Elwood, interrogate find out
were the briefcase is, then we bust
out and run away.
BILL
Right, but I'm going to take some
fucking liberties from those
bankrupt pricks, you know how I
get.
ARTHUR
Right
BILL
Are you confident though?
ARTHUR
Yeah i think so, should've drunk
some coffee before hand but still
I'm fine.
BILL
Right let's go.
Bill then gives Arthur a cigarette.
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BILL (CONT'D)
Here.
Arthur takes the cigarette and lights ot
BILL (CONT'D)
You look like fucking shit Arthur.
ARTHUR
Shut up Bill.
BILL
Let's go.
The two get out of the car and throw there cigarettes out.
CUT TO:
P.O.V. CAR BOOT
Arthur and Bill take shot guns from the boot of the car.
BILL
Whatever you do, don't fucking
shoot, only when you need it
alright?
ARTHUR
Yeah sure, you should tell yourself
that from time to time.
Bill gets a pistol from the boot, he cocks it and puts it in
his pants pocket. He cocks another one and gives it to
Arthur. Bill then gives Arthur a flashlight
BILL
There's not much battery, my fault.

He closes the boot.
BILL
Let's rock n' roll.
CUT TO:
INT. JEWLERY WAREHOUSE
The song "Do Ya" by The Move starts playing as the
characters enter the building in slow motion with the
credits appearing.
In this continuing shot we follow both characters through
the jewelry store until the song finishes.
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BILL
Where's the office?
ARTHUR
Don't no. Do you think they are
still working at this hour.
BILL
Fuck if I should know.
ARTHUR
Let's have a look.
They continue walking around the warehouse until Bill finds
something.
BILL
Hey Arthur!
ARTHUR
Yes?
BILL
Look over here! It's the fucking
office!
ARTHUR
Reckon they're there?
BILL
Let's have a look.
(loads gun and knocks
door)
Then a security guard opens the door and in shock he steps
back this security guard is named Steven.
STEVEN
Fuck!! Shit!! Put down your weapon!
BILL
Sit the fuck down!
INT. SECUIRITY OFFICE/JEWLLERY WAREHOUSE
The two robbers enter. Another security guard gets up in
shock. His name is Tom.
TOM
Holy fuck, put the gun down man.
ARTHUR
Shut up! Shut the fuck up, now sit
down.
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BILL
Ok, my name is Bill, my friend here
is Arthur. We're here to collect a
briefcase, you two should know
where it is?
The room is silent.
BILL
Anybody!?
Tom starts whispering to himself.
BILL
(To Tom) You what's your name?
TOM
My name is Tom and I don't know
where this briefcase is sir.
BILL
You look and sound like a fag, who
would hire you as a fucking
security guard? Huh?
TOM
I---I---I don't know
BILL
(To Steven) And you, what do they
call you?
STEVEN
My name is Steven.
BILL
Do you know where a briefcase is?
STEVEN
No.
BILL
Fuck! Arthur! Are these the right
guys?
ARTHUR
No, no Bill they are not.
BILL
You fucked up the plan man! You
fucked up the plan! These aren't
the right guys!
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ARTHUR
But man, the boss said that Elwood
and Spider should be here, they
would hand the briefcase to us!
They must of ran away!
TOM
Do you mean Elwood the owner of the
jewellery store?
BILL
Did anybody ask your opinion, did
anybody ask your fucking opinion
huh!
TOM
Sorry
ARTHUR
Yes Elwood is the guy who owns the
jewellery store he owes our
associate some cash that is in a
briefcase somewhere in this
building, so he sent us to collect
it, but since he is not here were
fucked aren't we?
TOM
Yeah, I guess.
BILL
And Spider is this tiny fuck who's
always following him around, he
spent the bosses money on booze and
broads.
ARTHUR
Look Bill, what the fuck are we
going to do.
Steven looks at Tom and whispers something to him as Arthur
and Bill are talking.
BILL
(points gun at Tom)
Hey! What did you say to him?
TOM
Uh, Ah, Um, Nothing! Nothing I said
nothing
BILL
Look, we're being real nice to you,
(MORE)
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BILL (CONT'D)
and you know what your really
getting on my nerves.
TOM
S---S---Sorry!!
BILL
You know what!
(to Arthur)
You know what Arthur, I think these
guys know where the god damn
briefcase is! Actually it might
come to my attention that you two
are associates of my friends Elwood
and Spider. Am I right?
STEVEN
We don't know any Elwood or Spider.
I swear.
BILL
Shut the fuck up! I'm asking your
friend!
TOM
Look I don't know alright! Can you
just please leave me alone!
Bill and Tom share an awkward silence staring at each other.
BILL
What!?
TOM
I'm sorry! I'm sorry I said that.
BILL
You know where the fucking
briefcase is don't you!
TOM
Ah--Uh--I don't know! I promise
you!
BILL
Arthur, I'm going to take this
prick out teach him some FUCKING
MANNERS! You stay here and look
after the other guy here.
(points gun at Tom)
C'mon, you want to learn something!
COME HERE!!!
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Bill walks Tom outside and closes the door Arthur sits down
next to Steven.
ARTHUR
Having a good day?
CUT TO:
INT. JEWELRY WAREHOUSE
The song "Crimson and Clover" begins as Bill lights a
cigarette.
Outside of the office is a chair, he sits Tom on it. Tom
resists.
TOM
No! No!
BILL
Don't, Don't, Don't resist!
(pulls out knife)
Where is the briefcase
TOM
I told you I don't know!
Bill then cut off one of his fingers.
TOM
AHHHHHHHH!!!!!
BILL
Shut the fuck up! Where is it!
TOM
I don't know I told you!!
BILL
Here goes another one
Bill cuts off another finger.
TOM
AHHHHHH!!!!
BILL
C'mon, I wanna make it easy for
you! Where is the mother-fucking
briefcase!
TOM
Stop I don't know! Please!
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BILL
Here goes another one!
CUT TO:
INT. SECUIRITY OFFICE/JEWELLERY WAREHOUSE
Outside is screaming, probably nearly every 30 seconds.
Arthur is smoking a cigarette, with another hand with a gun.
ARTHUR
You smoke?
STEVEN
No.
ARTHUR
C'mon, you know where it is.
STEVEN
I don't know, Tom doesn't know
either.
ARTHUR
Look, your not making it easier for
yourself.
STEVEN
Are you going to kill me.
ARTHUR
I don't know yet. But I can tell
you this, it's a story, you wanna
here it?
STEVEN
I guess, yes.
ARTHUR
So, there's a river bed and on the
other side is a scorpion and a
frog, right, the scorpion says,
"hey froggy, if you take me to the
other side of the river, I won't
kill you" so the frog says,"How I
do I know I can trust that you
won't kill me" the scorpion then
says, "you don't, but you would
have to give it a chance anyway" so
the scorpion jumps on top of the
frog and the frog starts swimming.
All of a sudden the scorpion kills
the frog and with shock the frog
(MORE)
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ARTHUR (CONT'D)
says, "why did you kill me" and the
scorpion said, "I can't help it,
It's apart of my nature to kill
you".
All of a sudden Steve has a look of realization that even if
he doesn't tell him where the briefcase is, he will kill him
and Tom too.
STEVE
I'll tell you where it is.
ARTHUR
Alright.
Arthur then gets up off his chair and walks towards the
door.
ARTHUR
Don't move.
Arthur then walks out.
CUT TO:
INT. JEWLLERY WAREHOUSE
Bill is punching Tom know in the face multiple times, Bills
hands are now all bloody.
BILL
(To Tom) Where is it
(punches again)
Where is it
(punches again)
ARTHUR
Bill, look at him, he can't even
talk! Look, I got the other guy to
talk.
BILL
How the fuck did you do that.
ARTHUR
Don't worry about that, look take
Tom inside make sure he doesn't run
away, and I'll take the other guy
for a walk.
BILL
Alright.
(To Tom)
Come on fuck stick!
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Bill then drags Tom to the security room.
INT. SECUIRITY OFFICE/JEWLLERY WAREHOUSE
BILL
Fuck stick, my friend wants you,
it's to go.
STEVEN
Alright
Steven then walks to the door.
CUT TO:
INT. JEWLLERY WAREHOUSE
Steven then walks toward Arthur. Arthur pulls out a
flashlight from his jacket.
ARTHUR
Alright, show me where it is.
They walk around the warehouse until they find a safe.
ARTHUR
Ok what's the combination.
STEVEN
516278910
ARTHUR
Ok
Arthur uses the combination and opens the safe. Inside is
the briefcase.
ARTHUR
Ok now we have to go back.
They then walk back to the security office.
CUT TO:
INT. SECUIRITY OFFICE/JEWLLERY WAREHOUSE
Bill is talking to Tom, until Arthur comes inside.
BILL
Hahahahah, know we have it let's
take a look.
ARTHUR
Here.
(gives Bill briefcase)
(MORE)
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ARTHUR (CONT'D)
Combination should be 8128
Bill is given the briefcase and uses the combination to open
it up, it is opened, inside is a hole lot of cash.
BILL
We hit the fucking jack pot now!
ARTHUR
Yeah
BILL
Hey Arthur, I wonder what happened
to Elwood and Spider?
ARTHUR
Hmm, yeah. Hey Bill, I am Spider!
Suddenly Arthur pulls out his gun and shoots Bill in the
head, Tom screams, he shoots Tom, and he shoots Steven. The
song "hurdy gurdy man" by Donovan starts as Arthur picks up
the brief case and walks out the door.
CUT TO BLACK:
THE END

